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ABSTRACT. The different characteristics of vapour pumps undei various leak-load 
and forepressurc conditions are studied. I'lie leak load position dept^iidenct- «‘f ft)rcpressure 
is investigated ftoni which different conditions of critical forepressure aic distinguished.
I N T  R  O D U C 'r I 0  N
Since the pioneer theory of (jaede lig i5, 1923) and a much later attemi)! 
by Matricon (1932), on the performance of a ^^vapour stream pump , much 
work on its performance has been done to collect data in the attempts to 
verify the theories (Blears and Hill, 194S ; Dayton, 1 9 iS, Ho ; 1932). vSpecially 
the influence of heater input, forepressure and load, on the performance 
of a pump has been much discii.sscd. The present paper is an investigation 
of the vacuum characteristics of a pump in their relation to leak-load and 
its position.
Normally, a vapour pump is cliaractciiscd by three specific factors :
1. The uUiuiatc vacuum : i. e. highest vacuum reached.
2. The speed : i .e, average litre-micron that is handled throughout 
the operating range.
3. Maximum load handling capacity : i. e. peak load that can be 
tolerated by the pump before jet-brcakdowii.
It is well-known that backing pressure in case of a good multiple jet 
pump has no effect on the speed until a certain critical value, called Uie 
critical forepressure, is exceeded when the speed drops rapidly. Ihe relation 
of speed to fine pressure shows (figure i) that fine pressure falls from
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the forcprcssure value to a value P a when the vapour pump takes over from 
the backing pump. In this region the speed rises to a maximum value 
P a and then remains constant upto P n  beyond which it gradually decreases 
until it reaches the ultimate vacuum P^ ,. Here the effective pump speed is 
zeio because the real pump speed at this stage is just counter balanced by 
the evolution of gases and vapours from the system and operating pump fluid. 
It may be noted that real [>umping bpeed is the same throughout the 
operating range. It is the effective pump si)eed which falls to zero from a 
maxiiniim value. We consider a system directly connected to the vapour 
pumt). We assume the validity of the equation of continuity in the case 
of the flow of ah i>asl different jets, h'or the sake of simplicity, we omit here 
the dependence of speed on the effect of back diffusion of air whose contri­
bution to the lowering of speed is generally small for a well designed pump, 
specially at higher heater input. The pumping acliou is provided by the 
va[iour stream of the operating fluid directed downwards by directed jets 
frotii high vacuum side to the fore vacuum side. The gas is compressed 
by the jets and fed to the backing pump at sufficient pressure to enable the 
backing pump to handle it before the jet breaks down. The pump remains in 
in working condition so long as this pressure giadient is maintained from 
high side to fore side. This power of the jets to conqiress the gas (i. e. the 
critical forcprcssure) is dependent on jet design, number of stages in the 
pump, the operating fluid and the heater input. But the maximum gas load 
tolerated is determined by forepiessure at which it is operating at a constant 
heater inpul. So breakdown forepressure is always associated with gas load 
or leak in the system. As against this condition, when a leak load is placed 
in the forevacuuin part of the system, only a v e r y  slight increase of fine 
pressure will result until, of course, the leak will increase the forepresaure 
to such an extent that the jets breakdown. These two jet breakdown 
forepressurcs may be completely different.
Tlic following cases may conveniently be classified :
1 Iveak-load, introduced on the fine side, is iiicreised liM je^3 breakdown 
corresponding forepressure, fine pressure relations observed and the critical 
forepressure noted.
2. Teak-load introduced in the fore side, the fine side of course, is 
considered to be leak-free.
3. Teak-load introduced in the fine side is kept at a certain level at a 
constant heat input. Additional leak-load introduced in the foreside is 
progressively iiicieased till jets breakdown.
In each of the above cases, heat input is varied.
It IS evident irom the foregoing classification, the forepunip used should 
be sufficiently large aud the heat input in the vapour pumps should be set 
at an optiinuni value depending on the gas handling capacity. Also a 
series of values have been taken at different leak rates, so that the curves 
can be plotted over the entire range.
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111 our experittiental set up, the vapour putnp used is a three stage 4" 
diameter pump of our own make. It is backed by a mechanical pump of 
lycybold's type X I  of pumping speed 0.5 litres/sec at mm. The
forepump connection is short and of sufficiently large diameter so as to 
have little influence on the foret)ump speed and its measurements. There 
is a valve in between the mechanical and vapour pump, and leak valve 
is also connected there with a ballast. This leak valve is capable of 
controlling leak of the order of 2 lit-micron. Theie is the usual arrangements 
for measuring pressure by means of Pirani gauge (cliccked at interval 
against a Mcleod gauge), ion gauge etc. A test dome is used for gauge 
housing and leak entries. The diameter of this test dome is larger than 
the ni.p.f. of the molecules of the vapour and the leak is introduced in such a 
way as to eliminate any d recuonal characteristic due to beaming. The speed 
measuring apparatus is a constant pressure type and is a modification of 
Howard's (1935) apparatus. The essential alteration is an arrangement for 
keeping the pressure inside the measuring appaiatus constant and entire 
elimination of the capillary system which is substituted by a precision leak 
valve. The actual experimental arrangement is shown in figure 2. 7'he leak 
in the fine side is also controlled by a precision leak valve of the same type as 
that used in the fore vacuum part of the system. The pressure is measured 
by means of an ion gauge connected to the dome through a liquid air trap. 
A  Mcleod type gauge is used for frequent checking.
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Using the method outlined j>bove, speed and pressure ineasurcnicnts 
were made under conditions given below :
The usual fine pressure-speed characteristics of the pump at different 
heat inputs are shown in figure 3.
1 . F in e side leak : forepressure :
The leak was introduced on the fine side by means of leak valve Vn. 
The forepressure at which the jets just break down was noted in each case 
of a particular heater input (figure 4). This jet breakdown is indicated by the
sudden start of continuously increasing pressure in the ion gauge reading 
and the ultimate swing towards foreside pressure. The heat input variation 
ranges between 880 W-1050 W.
2, Foreside leak : fine pressure :
Quite distinct from the previous case, are the cases where the le a k  was 
introduced in the foreside (figure 5). The curves represent cases of different
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heater inputs, the fine side is, of course, kept load free. The figures within 
bracket give the forepressure and fine pressure respectively recorded just 
when the jet breaks down.
3. Fore pressure: fine pressure of different load :
Figure 5 indicates the effects of additional leaks on the foreside till jets 
bleak down ; the fine side pressure in this case is kept at definite levels by 
ineans of leaks on fine side; the heat input is, of course, kept constant. The 
jet breakdown points are indicated by fine side pressure which means that 
up to that fine pressure can be measuicd after which jet breaks down.
Curves of figure 6 give the relation betwceii jet breakdown forepressures 
with the fine side pressure due to leakload on that side at different heat- 
input. Figures S and g represent cases where relation of forei>ressiire with 
speed is calculated for different fixed loads on the fine-side.
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D I S C tUS S I O N
It IS noteworthy that the effect of a small leak load on the ultimate 
vacuum prodttced will be small or pronounced according as it is situated 
on the fore or the fine side. This is amply borne out by the curves in figures. 
7 and S. The very sh irp critical forepressure is to be noticed, particularly 
in the case wlien the leak is inlioduced in the fore side. Quite different 
is the case when the leak is intiodifed in the fine side. A ny rise in the 
forepiessure is not reflected in the fine pressuie until the critical furepressure 
is reach .tl. The cxjjlanation is obvious from the workiii..^ of the vapour pump. 
So lon.e as the jets are able to maintain an effective seal between the two 
sides, any leak in the forepressure side will have little effect on the ultimate 
vacuum produced. Less heating than the rated minimum value may mean 
that the jets are not dense enough to stand a comparatively large pressure 
differential. On the other hand, when the rale of heating is too large, vapour 
molecules aie imperfectly condensed on the pump walls, resulting in 
increased back-diffusion which will lead to reduction in speed and ultimate 
vacuum, (figure 4, curve-II. I. 1050). Another ex|>lanation offered by some 
authors is that at higher heat-inputs, a temporary cracking of fluid may 
take jilace giving off higher vajiour pressure comiionents, with consequent 
worsening of ultimate vacuum, which may take place concurrently with the 
first effect at higher heat inputs.
In our experiment we did not study individual jet breakdowns, but by 
jet breakdown the breakdown of all the jets is meant, as a result of which 
the vaponrpump ceased functioning.
It is evident from the foregoing discussions that a knowledge of these 
characteiislic curves under leak load should be very helpful particularly 
when used with kinetic systems with heavy loads. For e.xample, in the 
ca.se of ^acuum smelting of magnesium, or similar other large kinetic systems
used in industiies, these pump characteristics arc essential to choose proper
types of pumping systems to be used.
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